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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Airports Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA) is a statutory body 
constituted under the Airports Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008 vide 
Gazette Notification dated 5th December 2008. AERA was established by the 
Government, to create a level playing field and foster healthy competition among major 
airports, to encourage investment in airport facilities, to regulate tariffs for aeronautical 
services etc. 

2. FUNCTIONS OF AERA 

The main functions of AERA are: 

•	 to determine the tariff for th~a~t6r;\auticarservices; 

• to determine the amoutifdf;tb~'(j~'v'~l~~ment fees in respect of major airports; 
,:.::,:: _>;:r',-k-::~, :;",;:V;>:'::'/:;,~<'-'<:~j/f';?:\:'_}"::-

•	 to determine the amountofthEfcp:a~'s,$ngers service fee levied under rule 88 of 
the Aircraft Rules, 1937 rnaqeuDQerthe Aircraft Act, 1934 (22 of 1934); 

• to monitor the set perforl11~n6eil~tandards relating to quality, continuity and 
. reliability of service as may be specified by the Central Government or any 
authority authorized by it in this behalf 

3. BACK GROUND 

In accordance with the provisions contained in Section 13 of Airports Economic 
Regulatory Authority of India Act (AERA Act), 2008, the Authority determined 
aeronautical tariffs of Chennai International Airport, Chennai, for the 2nd Control Period 
i.e. 01.04.2016 to 31.03.2021 vide Order No. 03/2018-19 dated 16.04.2018. 

3.1 As detailed in Table 61under para 16.30f.the aforesaid Order, the Authority 
determined Rs.2,?29.?Ocror,:s as the total'disc~u~tE1P Aggregate Revenue 
Requirement (ARR)~sper RegLllatory~ullding I3loc~s !or,~h~ ~ntire 2nd Control Period. 
Fuel Throughput Charge (FTC) was one of the components"to' achieve this revenue 
requirement along with other revenues from aeronautical services such as Landing, 
Parking & Housing, UDF, etc. 

..•••..••. ' ·......,.(.li",( 
3.2 The Fuel Throughpu.t ch~rg~sGonst~ereq ARR by the Authority as per 
the above Tariff Order is given in table -1 below: 

Table - 1 
--------------- --------,

FY 2020-21 
Charges per KL (in Rs)	 196.00/ KL 
_~ve~LJe (~~._L~~oI.~_.. ._ ___'.__1__4._3_Q_ 
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4. Ministry of Civil Aviation vide letter NO.AV.13030/216/2016-ER (Pt.2) dated 
08.01.2020 decided to discontinue the levy of airport operator charge or fuel throughput 
charge in any manifestation at all airports. Para 4 of the said letter reads as under: 

"Keeping in view all aspects of the matter, in light of the need to uphold 
affordability and sustainability of air passenger and air cargo transportation as per 
the National Civil Aviation Policy 2016, it has been decided as follows: 

(i) Levy	 of airport operator charge or fuel throughput charge in any 
manifestation shall be discontinued at all airports, airstrips and heliports 
across India with immediate effect. 

(ii) AERA/ Ministry of CiVil)Av{a{iq?,a$ the case may be, should take into 
account the amoun(inthisIJWfH?UfJst(fJam and duly compensate the Airport 
Operator/ AAI bysU{t~bly>req9Iibrating other tariffs during their 
determinations of airpprjta/lffs;J! . 

5. Considering the above P~iic~'~¢c'!'sl;~n of MoCA, the Authority vide letter 
no. AERN 20015/FT/2010-11Nol.ll d,ateq1~,01.2020 advised the Airport Operators at 
all 'major' airports to implement the.cifQres~idMoCA letter with immediate effect. AERA, 
also advised the Airport Operators to submit their proposal for compensation, if any, due 
to discontinuation of Fuel Throughput Charges (FJC) for consideration of the Authority. 

6. Accordingly, AAI vide letter<tib.>AAI/GHQ/AERNFTC/2020 dated 23.03.2020 
submitted their proposal to compensate revenue loss of RS.10.31 crores (at NPV) on 
account of discontinuation of FTC at Chennai International Airport, Chennai, for the 
remaining period of Second Control Period i.e.15.01.2020 to 31.03.2021. AAI proposed 
to recover the expected revenue loss in the form of increased UDF charges. 

The shortfall in revenue from 15.01.2020 to 31,Q~.2021 calculated by AAI is given in 

table-2 below:';{T ..<,! .) ·••.••·.i,.\;· <.r"') 
Table - 2 Shortfall in FTCRevenuea$calculate"d. byAAI.. .... ,•... 

Period for which Loss of FTC Revenue 
claimed by AAI 

FTC Revenue Projection~') 

as per AERA Tariff Order' (Rs.. ih 
crores) 

~ ----

PV factor 

'.J 

FTC Revenue ,Projections (at NPV) 

-'-- -

15.01.2020 
to 
~1	 (t~ ?n')()

.'.... ..;1.',,, 
<; 
. ':;../~? ····1. 

0.6750 

1.81 

FY 2020-21 Total FTC loss 
claimed by AAI for 
2nd Control Period 

14.30 
.

17.00 

0.5921 

8.50 10.31 
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6.1 AAI has submitted that, Chennai International Airport, Chennai, is going under 
PPP transaction. Further, that, since FY 2020-21, is the fifth (last) year of the ongoing 
Control Period (FY 2016-21), and, true up exercise will take time of 06 to 07 months, in 
the meanwhile AERA may consider allowing compensation in the form increase in UDF 
charges as per table-3 below. 

Table - 3 Increase in UDF per Pax as Proposed by AAI 

FTC Compensation claimed by AAI in 
FY 2020-21 
(Rs. In Crores) 10.31 (A) 

No. of Departing Pax as/pe,rT;:iriff 
Order (50% of total traffie Pfoje,¢tipns<fofFY 2020-21)' ,., " . 

12997300 (8) 

Increase in UDF per Paxprdpgsec!i by
 
AAI (A 1B)
 Rs. 8/- approx 

Existing Rates of UDF Proposed Revision in UDF 
as per AERA Tariff Order charges for FY 2020-21 

DOM INTL..... DO~·r·_'7C••·~~'••• ••,"·~·:~'~·~------t--------I •••.·'· ~IN~T~L~

69 ~ 69 77
 77 

7. AUTHORITY'S EXAMINATION 

The Authority carefully examined the proposal of AAI in reference to the letter no. 
AV.13030/2161 2016-ER (PL2),dated 08.01.2020is§ued by MoCA. 

7.1 The Auth()r-itya~ perqrdgr No.Q3/2Q18-t$h~d eX8e¢f~d that AAI would generate 
revenue from LandingChargesandFTq during FY2Q2Q.:21 ofthe 2nd Control Period 
as detailed below in table 4: '. . . . 

Table - 4 Projected R¢VEfJlUetr9W L.~n~ing as per Tariff Order 

in crores) 

FY 2020-21 
-~~~~~-

Revenue from Landing charges 40.10 

Revenue from FTC 17.00 

7.2 The Authority observed that the tariff for Chennai International Airport, Chennai, 
has been determined up to 31.03.2021 i.e. the 2nd control period (01.04.2016 to 
31.03.2021) of which the 5th tariff year FY 2020-21 is in progress. Therefore, the 
expected shortfall in revenue from FTC may not be more than the FTC revenue 
projected for FY 2019-20 & FY 2020-21 as per the AERA Tariff Order NO.03/2018-19. 

, ,. - , ~,' ~ . 
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Further, the Authority observed that AAI in its Proposal has calculated the shortfall in 
FTC revenues by applying Present Value (PV) factor. However, as per the accepted 
principles, PV (discount) factor is applied only in the beginning of a Control Period, and, 
in this case the shortfall is occurring in FY 2020-21 i.e. fifth tariff year (incl. 2.5 months 
in FY19-20) of the Control Period and is also being compensated in FY 2020-21, which 
is already in progress. Therefore, the Authority, has considered the actual projected 
FTC Revenue as in the Tariff Order NO.03/2018-19 without applying the discount factor. 

Accordingly, based on absolute projections as per the Tariff Order, the Authority 
calculated the expected shortfall in FTQ{ARR for FY 2019-20 as RS.2.70 crores (pro 
rata for 2.5 months) for the periodfrorn15.01.2020 to 31.03.2020 and RS.14.30 crores 
for FY 2020-21. Thus the expectedtot91shottfaUto be RS.17.00 crores for the period 
from 15.01.2020 to 31.03.2021W,hichis;·42P/o< of expected revenue from Landing 
Charges for FY 2020-21 as shownfnt~'ple!5 below: 

<---:,.;>:.:;:.,;,~.::~ 

".\ 
:,<,-;. "0', ',,:. 

Table 5. Calculation of Increase in~a~~it)9"ChargeS Proposed by Authority in CP 

FY 2020-21 

A Projected RevenuefromLandinqcharqes as per 
Tariff Order (Rs. Inyrp[~s) 

40.10 

._-- ~-_ ......_._---

B Total Shortfall in FTpReVenueconsidered by the 
Authority for compensation 
(pro rata for 2.5 months in FY 2019-20 plus 
12 months in FY 2020-21) (Rs. In crores) 

17.00 

~ ._---_._.."---~_.- -

Ratio of FTC Shortfall to Landing charges A I 8 % 
L.-~ ____.__________• ___________• 

-

42% 

7.3 The AuthQrity<observ~dthat,thehithertQ.aboljs~e~ FTC, was one of the 
components of dpE;:lrationalE;:lxpense& fpc the. Air.lj~es,;fi1narged to them by the Oil 
suppliers (OMCs) as a pass through expense by adding it to the cost of fuel (ATF). The 
Airport Operators were charging FTC to the Oil suppliers as 'royalty', in addition to Land 
Rent. '" . ...• 

The Authority, therefore,yie~ed ;tb~t.dn ;~ffYGti a?~I}shing FTC, is expected to directly 
result in a reduction in thecpSLQf.ATFto theAifli!1~s, to that extent, besides also 
avoiding the cascading effect of taxes, and, thus serves to monetarily benefit the 
Airlines. Any compensation, therefore, should be recovered from the Airlines. In view of 
this, the Authority, is not inclined to pass on the burden of compensation to the 
passengers in the form of increased UDF charges. However, AERA considers FTC as 
one of the aeronautical charges, hence, the shortfall can be compensated through 
aeronautical services only. 

Accordingly, the Authority proposed to compensate this shortfall in FTC revenues to the 
Airport Operator (AAI) by increasing the Landing Charges by 42% as Revised Landing 
Charges from 01.07.2020 to 31.03.2021 which shall be trued up while determining 
tariffs of Chennai International Airport, Chennai, for the 3rd Control Period. . 

~~~ 
4"~ ,m;~~ 
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8. The Authority, having examined the submissions made by MI, issued the 
Consultation Paper NO.09/2020-21 dated 03.06.2020 proposing the following for 
Stakeholder Consultation: 

(i)	 The Authority proposes to increase Landing Charges at Chennai International 
Airport, Chennai, by 42% for the remaining 2nd Control Period i.e. from 
01.07.2020 to 31.03.2021 or till the determination of aeronautical charges for the 
3rd Control Period, to recover the shortfall in FTC Revenues of RS ..17.00 crores. 

(ii)	 To true up revenue based on actuals while determining tariff for 3rd Control 
Period. 

9. STAKEHOLDER'S COMMENTS 

In response to the isuttanerr P~lnor' -trie comments have been received from 
the following stakeholders: 

Airports Authority of India fAAI) . ' 

AAI in its comments has sUbmittedth~t the Landing revenue for FY 2020-21 may be 
taken proportionate to recoveryperiodas9 months instead of 12 months which comes 
to RS.30.08 crores (40.10*9/12) and accordingly consider alloWing an increase of 57% 
in Landing Charges to compensate.the.shortfall.of RS.17.00 crores in FTC Revenues. 

Federation of Indian Airlines (I=IAf 

FIA has stated that AERA and/or MoCA should not implement an increase of airport 
charges/tariff, of any nature whatsoever, due to the adverse financial impact on the 
airlines experienced in the wake of Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. However, without 
prejudice to the above, in the event it is proposed to compensate AAI airport by way of 
increase in airport charges, the following may be taken into consideration: 

I) Recalibration oft£lt(ff,to be done during tariff determinatipnU9der 3rd Control Period 
The MoCA letter statesJhat AERA should take into>accquOlthe amount of FTC revenue 
stream and "duly compensate the Airport Operator / AAI by suitably recalibrating other 
tariffs during their determination of airport tariffs." 

. , , 
>-",	 .".';: 

FIA has pointed out that th~ a8ov§Lqi\§ctigD~Y MO(S~'£lnd more particularly the words 
'determination of airport t9riffs';cle~rIXi~di~ate9t~'£lttheintentand direction of MoCA is 
to adjust or amend tariff and to take into account the loss of FTC revenue for each 
airport, during the process of regular tariff determination at the beginning of the 
respective 'Control Period' of the AAI airports. Therefore, considering that the AAI 
airport in the present Consultation Paper is in the last year of its 'Control Period' (2nd), 
any recalibration or adjustment due for the tariff determination should take place, only 
during the next Control Period (3rd) in regular course of tariff determination. 

II) Revision of User Development Fee (UDF) as per MI Proposal 
FIA has urged AERA to reconsider UDF as a tariff head to be recalibrated, to provide 
compensation to AAI Airports citing that AAI in its proposal has asked for increased 
UDF towards compensation in lieu of FTC. FIA has further pointed out that the Authority 
.nas proposed an increase in UDF at t~}-r.p.Q.(~s at Vishakhapatnam, Goa and Pune, 

,j#,"".,..-j '2};il?..j ct; ft1f,\ """'.. . 
,-::- ..................,~,	 - ,-.' ... "./~~, ,
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while its express intent as per the current proposal is not to burden the passengers with
 
increased UDF.
 
FIA has suggested that as an alternative, the Authority, may consider allowing a
 
balanced increase .of tariff (for concerned AAI Airports), being spread equally over pass
 
through charges (UDF) along with charges directly billed to airlines like Landing,
 
Parking or Housing Charges, during the 3rd Control Period.
 

III) Stakeholders' Consultation Meeting
 
FIA has submitted that AERA has not conducted any Stakeholders' meeting in relation
 
to the Consultation Paper.'
 

,','." ....-..J, 

Business Aircraft operatorsASSOciatip~(B~OA) 
SAOA has raised objection on!8,~;JP~op?S;~I'()fthe Authority to not enhance the UDF 
towards compensation in lieu'~f,!tD~?p'plj~ped FTC, In this regard, SAOA has 
contended that most airlines ha:veye~y),t~i\)f' margins of profit and find it difficult to 
sustain 'operational profitability' even Wlt~(marginal increase in ATF charges. Further, 
that there is always stiff competition;between the few airlines operating in India to 
maximize seat occupancy, and,a[)Y$aying~in 'operational costs', as perceived by 
AERA, would get quickly eroded,bysellingticket~ at discounted price to achieve higher 
seat occupancy in each flight. Therefore, 'Authority's perception that, FTC's abolition 
would reduce operational costs for~jrlinE?s,(jsbbt well founded. 

SAOA has stated, the whole pl~!3ofdhe ,airJip$,s here was to 'rationalize the costs of 
operations' by abolishing unfair charges to let operations become sustainable on long
term basis. In that context, FTC was an unfair charge and, eroding thin profit margins of 
already struggling airlines, both scheduled and non-scheduled, 

SAOA has further stated that it is advisable to compensate airport operators, both in 
PPP model and under AAI, by spreading the amount over the large population of air 
passengers, whose number would continue to swell in future and, with higher seat 
occupancy in each flight,th~ airport operators, would get more than adequately 
compensated forth~I?SS ofF1C revenue:Theref9r~,A~H~s"hould consider increasing 
UDF, as suggesteopyAAI. '," '. 

10. PUBLIC NOTICE 

The comments re?ei0f1d ft()',Q:1iJI~,!,,¥I~;fB~OA were uploaded on AERA's 
website vide Public NoticgNo~07i2b20-2,1cl~ted ;1fko6;2020. 

11. AAI's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDERS' COMMENTS: 

AAI has not given any specific comments, however, they have reiterated their 
proposal for increase in UDF for compensation in lieu of expected revenue loss 
due to discontinuation of FTC. On the comments of FIA regarding re-calibration or 
adjustment of tariff in the next Control Period, AAI have submitted that the suggestion 
may not be agreed to as AAI will not be able to recover the loss in the current Control 
Period. 
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12.	 AUTHORITY's VIEW ON STAKEHOLDER'S COMMENTS 

12.1	 The Authority carefully examined the comments of stakeholders and is of the 
view that AERA had considered FTC as one of the aeronautical charges to 
recover the target revenue determined for 2nd control period i.e. 01.04.2016 to 
31.03.2021. The discontinuation of FTC from 15.01.2020 has created gap in 
actual revenue vis-a-vis the target revenue as per tariff order. The present crisis 
due to COVI0-19 outbreak has affected all the stakeholders across aviation 
industry and this may further reduce the recovery of ARR. Hence, any delay in 
implementation of this Ord~ris'110faPRropriate in view of fund required by the 
Airport Operator for the capital invest(Yl~nt~ in progress and day to day operation 
at these airports. .. . . 

12.2	 FTC was a part of fuel c~~tTf()ti'9ir/iP§!:~.and abolition of FTC and consequent 
avoidance of cascading eff~Gt@ft~.o.~s"1Jas direct benefit for airlines. Even if the 
Airlines has to payadditipnai\19ndiog charges equal to the amount of oil 
throughput charges, they still benefjtAo some extent from the savings on account 
of Taxes. Hence, the Authority,dqes not feel it will be appropriate to charge the 
passenger and pass on the-eritlresavtnq/benetit to the Airlines. 

The Airlines ticket pncmq dep~n(js on strategy/policy adopted by Airlines to 
further their business, an<;Jii.th~·~lementslcosting of the airline ticket price is not 
fully known. The Authority feels that charging of additional landing charges in lieu 
of FTC should not impact ticket pricing as the Airlines must have considered the 
impact of FTC amount in the pricing policy before its abolishment. Moreover, the 
Authority feels that the Airlines shall even then have all the freedom to pass on 
the additional landing charges to the passenger, if they so wish. 

12.3	 To clarify thec()mme:nt.$raised byF'i\, attheCivil~pcl~vesof Goa, Pune, Vizag, 
the Landit;l98harges ~cc;ruetoDef~nceAuthoritie:~)apdnot to the AAI,As there 
were no scope tocompensate .. AAI through ... Lancfjingcharges the Authority, 
therefore, decided to compensate the loss of FTC revenue through UOF. The 
same has been adequately explained in the Order for respective airports. 

Further, it is reiteratrdithat~sp~r ~~tablish~<;JRrinciPles, the Authority, ensures a 
balanced mix of th~·F1ero9auticalidharge~.(Gf::>&H, UDF, etc.) during regular 
determination of tariff, however, this' particular instance is a 'one off exercise.' 

12.4	 Regarding FIA's suggestion for holding stakeholders meeting the Authority 
decides not to conduct the same in view of following: 

a) The Authority observed that MoCA has conducted numerous rounds of 
stakeholder's consultations and considered the deliberations of two industry 
working groups representing Airline Operators, Airport Operators, Fuel 
Infrastructure Facility ProvideI§.J..,_9iI Marketing Companies etc. before 
abolishing the FTC. ~';:;;\;\H,jr,i7:,:~>",

~ ''c,t\ I / .... ,. 

fl~' "/1$"
/~1~.r; ~. '.

ft'	 f\)
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b) The Authority is not considering any new revenue to the Airport Operator in 
addition to already determined ARR vide Order 1\10.03/2018-19 dated 
16.04.2018 wherein aeronautical tariffs were finalized after extensive 
Stakeholders Consultation process. The aeronautical tariffs were finalized 
after duly considering the cross subsidy from non-aeronautical revenue. 

c)	 Abolition of FTC, which directly benefits the airlines as they can avail input tax 
credit, necessitates recalibration of other tariffs to compensate/ cover the 
shortfall in ARR of the Airport Operator 

d)	 The Authority, by inviting .d~t~i_leG comments, had given an opportunity to all 
the Stakeholders to ~xpressth.yirViewson the Consultation Paper 

12.5	 Regarding the comments§f~I!Jtil$;$il:ited that the Proposal in the Consultation 
Paper was put forward aftfr,~t9~itiQint9R()count the likely loss due to abolishment 
of FTC and projected Lan9i~.g~~~~f1ge during balance period of the Control 
Period (as per tariff order.).,The,AHt~ority noted that AAI has pointed out that the 
revenue from Landing Charg~.Sh21Si,:been taken for the full year FY2020-21 for 
calculation of increase in r.8tyS in.stead of 9 months (i.e. residual period of 
FY2020-21 w.e.f. 01.07.2020 to 31:03.. 2021). Here, the Authority notes that the 
Air Services were closed for almost 3 months due to the outbreak of Pandemic 
COVID-19. However, it iS9.I§pnptedthat'AAI has considered the loss of revenue 
from FTC for the full year FY2.020~21 ihstead of 9 months, whereas the amount 
of loss on account of FTc"sh;bQlq ""Isb.be lower due to closure of Air Services 
during the 3 months period. Therefore, if both the landing charges and loss from 
FTC is considered for 9 months of FY 2020-21, then the increase in rates will be 
almost the same as proposed in the Consultation Paper. 

12.6	 Notwithstandinq, the above, .it is also stated that the present cnsis due to 
pandemic outbreak has affected the aviation industry and the Authority is not in a 
position to make an~~s~irnatere~a~dingL~~~jngc:~~rge that will be collected by 
AAI .during}~Y.204;0-2Jiorl~r~"dpe to.abplitionfo/f,FTC, till a clear picture 
regarding ';fClllJreoPfration/bu~igess plan9fAirp~r0Airlines emerges, and, 
ultimately there may be a substantial variance in both the revenue from Landing 
Charge as well as loss of FTC estimated by the Authority. 

So the present pr9W~~~IA~~gi~ae~~rh<~te,~~j~oread hoc in nature, 10 provide 
immediate relief,and, accorc:lingly; the-Authority also decides to true up this 
aspect of revenue considering time value of money while determining tariff for 
next i.e. 3rd Control Period. 

The Authority, therefore, taking into consideration the above decides to increase 
the existing Landing Charges at Chennai International Airport, Chennai, by 42% 
for the remaining 2nd Control Period to recover the loss on account FTC/ARR 
Revenues during the balance period of Second Control Period. 

/fi~~;~:;::)::·:!~E~S:~:;>.\ 
... ('I, / .'.' ""\ 9'tJ"" 

[Iei!	 k,I.' ~\, ~ -"l \.!
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ORDER
 

Upon careful consideration of mate: idl available on record, the Authority, in exercise of 
powers conferred by Section 13(1) (3) of the AERA Act, 2008 hereby orders that: 

(i)	 The Authority has decided to allow to revise Landing Charges at Chennai 
International Airport, Chennai, for the period w.e.f. 15.07.2020 to 31.03.2021, 
or, lill the determination of aeronautical charpes for the 3rd Control Penod, to 
recover the shortfall in FTC r~evenues of RS.17.00 crores in lieu of abolition of 
FTC. The Revised Landin~j~,1'~X!:J.es approved by the Authonty is annexed as 
"Annexure I"; . 

(ii)	 '10 'true up' the rCVfJnLJ~:<b~§~don .. Actuals while determining tariff of 
Chennai InternationaltirR~n.,~he,nrJai,Jforthe 3

rd 
Control Period; 

(iii)	 The Revised LandinfV8Ih'Jig~.~ill;be applicable w.e.f. 15.07.2020. 
::t:/: ::,1 l	 -~-;~ 

: "". \!'~y ~he Order and in the name of the Authority 

b~. . 
(Ram Krishan) 

Director (Policy & Statistics) 

To, 

Airports Authority of India, 
Rajiv Gandhi Shavan, 
Safdarjung Airport, 
New Delhi -110 003. 

Copy to: Secretary, Itni.'ictnf." .... t Safdarjung Airport 
New Delhi-11 0003. 
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Annexure -I 
Chennai International Airport, Chennai 

Revised Landing Charges Approved by the Authority to be applicable, for the 
period from 15.07.2020 to 31.03.2021 

I) LANDING CHARGES 

Rate per anding - nternatlonal Flight 
W . ht f th A" ft 

elg 0 e rrcra 
EXisting~Clt~f>erLanding
OrderNo~:O~/2018-19(In ~) 

Revised Rate Per Landing 
Approved by AERA (In~) 

Up to 25 MT 

I Above 25 MT up to 50 

I MT 

~ 60 per MT 
',' ' 

~ 1,5dq-+-,~65jp~rMTiri 

exces10f~~~I,/; 

~ 85 per MT 

Above 50 MT up to 100 
MT 

~ 3,125.~'~j7,§j'B~f;rv1:r in 
excess of 50 ;rVlT " ,; 

Above 100 MT to 200 
MT 

~ 6,875 +, ;~i9P p~rJv1T 
excess of 100 MT " . 

" 

in ~ 9,763 + ~ 128 per MT in 
excess of 100 MT 

Above 200 MT ~ 15,875 + ~,100 per MT in 
excessof200MT 

~ 22,543 + ~ 142 per IVIT in 
excess of 200 MT 

Rate per Landing - Domestic Flight 

Weight of the Aircraft 

Up to 25 MT 

Above 25 MT up to 50 
MT 

Above 50 MT up to 100 
MT 

I "':-"<"::;'<'.", 

Above 100 MTto 2Gb 
MT 

Above 200 MT 
I 

-~ 

EXisting Rate Per Landing fRevised Rate Per Landing 
Order No. 03/2018-19 (In ~) Approved by AERA (In ~) 

~ 30 per MT ~ 43 per MT 

~ 1,065 + ~ 50 per MT in 
of 25 MT 
~ 750 + ~ 35 per MT in excess 

excess of 25 MT 

~i1,625 + ~ 40 per MTiri, ~ 2,038 + ~ 57 per MT in 
e~ce$$ of5()\Mi'" ~~¢ess of 50 MT < 
~3,625 + ~<45. perMT in; ., ;<~5, 148 + ~ 64 per MT .. 
excess of 100 MT excess of 100 MT 

~ 11,538 + ~ 78 per MT in 
~?<c~ss(Jf2QO MT ' 
~,~,,125\!Jq5 BczrMT in 

excess of 200 MT" 

Note: All the above Ch~rges·aree~GluctI89of<3ST.~.ST at the applicable rates are 
payable in addition to above charges. " 

II) Fuel Throughput Charges for the period from 01.04.2020 to 31.03.2021 

I Unit' -lAs per AERA OrderlAbolished by MOCA~-I 

~_ I No. 03/2018-19 w.e.f.15.01.2020 

~Fuel Throughput INR per ,KL I. 196.00 'NIL' 
Charges ~ ---'- ___' 

Note: All other charges, and, terms & conditions, as determined vide
 
AERA Order No. 03/2018-19 dated :16·: 4.2018 shall remain a Iicable.
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